DAMIEN LUTZ

DAMIEN LUTZ
DESIGNER/RESEARCHER/MENTOR
I’m an end-to-end Digital Designer, Researcher and Mentor
with product and service design experience. Continuously
learning, I champion innovative thinking and customer
centricity. I also mentor UX Fundamentals and facilitate
innovation workshops.

w damienlutz.com.au
e damienlutz@live.com.au

MY JOURNEY OF DESIGN

MY SKILLSET

Mar 2021-Present - UX Mentor Contractor | Harness Projects

HCD Research
UX/UI Design & UX Project
Mangement
Designing Futures Workshops
UX Mentoring

I teach UX fundamentals, guiding students through end-to-end
projects with real clients, from research to design and protoyping.
Feb 2017–Present - Senior UX/UI Designer | Vodafone
Working closely with product teams and developers, I lead the endto-end UX/UI for the My Vodafone self-service tool (app, mobile,
desktop) and for multichannel experiences. I also provide productshaping research support.
Achievements:
- TOBi, an aysnchronous chatbot, which resolved 39% customer
inquiries by itself in the first weeks
- A customer-led Click & Collect launch, through customer research,
journey mapping in-market experiences, testing terminology, and
pre-launch end-to-end, cross-channel testing as a customer.
Mar 2015–Sep 2016 - Senior UX/UI Designer | Hotels Combined
Working closely with the Head of Product & Tech, I conducted a
research-led redesign of the booking calender and funnel, and
member accounts/onboarding, contributing to 400% membership
increase and a 4.5% bookings increase. I also established a UX/Design
review within development processes and managed 1 Mid Designer.
Sep 2012–Mar 2015 - UX/UI Designer | Weatherzone
Working closely with the Head of Product & Technology, and utilising
Fairfax’s UX testing facility, I redesigned Weatherzone’s 50+ page
responsive desktop site and “Australia's favourite weather app”, a
design still in-market today.
Sep 2011-Jun 2012 - Digital Designer | Choice
Working with developers and journalists, I designed reusable
multimedia to assist the digital transformation, and I also created
infographics for journalistic articles.

I’M ALWAYS LEARNING
2020-2021
• Accessibility
• Systems Mapping
• Designing Desirable Futures
• Designing Products of the
Future
2020
• UX Research For Agile Teams
• Project Management for
Designers
• Methods of Design Synthesis
2019
• Gamification & Behavioural
Design
• Service Design
2008
• Masters in Digital Media Sydney University

“

Let’s make great
human-centred
experiences together

